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WEEK 9&10
Chengdu American Center
Internship Program
During the past few weeks, students from
our internship program assisted their
supervisors in organizing forums and
meetings. The Center has been receiving
feedback from the internship partners on
our students' overall strengths and
improvements, as well as a review of each
individual student.

Students from
the World
Civilization and
Introduction to
Philosophy
classes

A China-Germany
forum that three
internship students
helped to organize

Dingfeng Xu (second
to the right, interning
at a local finance
company) at an
enterprise salon forum

Field Trip to Du Fu Thatched
Cottage Museum

Prof. Zhou
introducing
Shu Culture

On November 22, the World Civilization and
Introduction to Philosophy classes paid a visit
to Du Fu Thatched Cottage Museum, the
former residence of the great poet Du Fu
from the Tang Dynasty. Led by Prof. Zhou, the
students had the opportunity to appreciate
the charm of Ancient Sichuan's Shu culture,
and to enjoy the museum and natural beauty
of the parks.

Voice From Internship Partner

Student Voice

"The quality of work and the responses from
the interns have been exceeding
expectations. They finish their assignments
on time and can detect and solve problems.
My suggestion for them is to think more
extensively, cultivate their leadership
capabilities, and accumulate more practical
experiences."

"I am no stranger to Du Fu Thatched
Cottage. But this time I had a completely
different experience with my class. The
professor told us a lot of stories behind the
cottage and introduced us to the history and
culture of Sichuan. Those are things we
couldn't learn in class. It was a very
rewarding field trip! I liked it!"

-- Valerie, Director of International Trade,
SUNAR Living (Chengdu) Co., LTD

-- Xiaoye Chen, Public Relations Major,
Junior
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Thanksgiving Celebration

Happy
Thanksgiving!

It is an annual event to celebrate
Thanksgiving at the G-MEO Chengdu
American Center. Last Friday Night, the
G-MEO staff, faculty and students
gathered together to enjoy some
delicious food, play games and make
new friends. Mahjong, board games,
chess brought lots of joy to every
attendee.

Yum turkey!
No Mahjong,
No Party

UNO! UNO!

Student Voice

Student Voice

Thankful for all the
great food!

"The Thanksgiving Party last week surprised me. I
didn't expect G-MEO to put so much effort and
investment into this activity. Thanksgiving is a
very important holiday in the United States.
Families gather at long tables to share food, life
and joy. G-MEO also provided us with such a
valuable opportunity to get together with other
students and teachers. The buffet was great, with
a wide variety of dishes, and we shared a
delicious turkey as a nod to tradition. At the same
time, this activity also let me and the other
students get to know each other more. We are all
part of the G-MEO family."
-- Zheqi Zhang, Business Administration Major,
Senior

"My internship is rich and helpful. The
assignments are not only related to my major,
but also to marketing and management. I find
they are quite challenging and they helped me
realize that I still have a lot to learn in the
workplace."
-- Xinran Liu, Business Administration Major,
Junior

"With the guidance of a new supervisor, I have
learned a lot and been involved in substantive
projects about the company's operation. Thanks
to Win Power for giving me this opportunity."
-- Dingfeng Xu, Economics Major, Senior

Exciting Board Game

International chess
and Chinese chess

